Powerful and Easy to Use

"Powerful and Easy to Use" are words used by teachers when talking about the new enCASE Platform for assessment delivery and creation by TE21. Via enCASE, teachers can:

- Monitor benchmark deliveries to students.
- Administer award-winning CASE Benchmark Assessments.
- Access over 70,000 items in the CASE Item Bank.
- Create formative assessments in print or online, tablet, or via Gradecam.
- Monitor student performance.

State Standards – Simple to search for items by state standards.

Student-Focused Item Analysis – With reporting on individual responses, teachers can monitor each student and adjust instruction to ensure mastery of standards.

Role-Based Access and Controls – Teachers maintain control over the privacy of their assessments.

Multiple Item Types Including Technology Enhanced Items – Deliver over 20 different item types including technology enhanced items (TEI’s) to any device with a browser or tablet, including Chromebook and iPad.

GradeCam™ Bubble sheet scanning – Scan and grade plain paper bubble sheets right from your web or document camera.

In minutes, teachers can use the enCASE dashboard to build and administer rigorous assessments online or in print!
**enCASE Reports**

**Reporting** – Real-time information is available for multi-level users to have access to the most relevant data for their roles. Data results are role-driven to ensure privacy. District administrators, school administrators, and teachers can only see data related to their roles. Likewise, teachers can only see data pertaining to their students. Districts and schools can easily compare and collaborate around data collected.

**Real-Time Results** – Student answers are instantly scored and recorded to their student file. Results show percentage overall, item analysis and standard-based results.

**Standards-Based Student Reporting** – Standards-based reports deliver real-time information about mastery to students and parents.

**Integration**

SIS integration with Clever enables schools to have access to current enrollment and teacher rosters to ensure proper assignment of any assessment. If a school chooses not utilize Clever, the enCASE team will assist in the upload of data at an additional charge.

Seamless, no-hassle student roster integration is by grade and class